1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

The increasing emergence of infectious diseases, particularly those caused by viral infections, constitutes a significant threat to global health \[[@bb0005]\]. Numerous enveloped viral pathogens, have evolved to take advantage of host-cell processes, including glycosylation pathways, to decorate the surface of their proteins with "self" glycan moieties. The analysis of viral glycosylation across different families has revealed significant variation in the structure, density and conservation of glycans. Understanding the endogenous functionality and the immunological basis driving viral diversity has the promise of guiding the development of the next generation of vaccines and anti-virals. Here, we will discuss the varying roles that glycosylation plays in the viral lifecycle and host immune responses to infection.

Viral glycosylation has been investigated in the context of a number of envelope glycoproteins, including the envelope glycoprotein (Env) of human immunodeficiency virus-1 (HIV-1) \[[@bb0010], [@bb0015], [@bb0020]\], hemagglutinin glycoprotein (HA) of influenza virus \[[@bb0025], [@bb0030], [@bb0035]\], coronavirus glycoprotein spike (S) \[[@bb0040], [@bb0045], [@bb0050]\], glycoprotein (GP) of Ebola virus \[[@bb0055],[@bb0060]\], glycoprotein complex (GPC) of Lassa virus \[[@bb0065]\], and envelope (E) glycoprotein of dengue, Zika, and other flaviviruses \[[@bb0070],[@bb0075]\]. However, glycosylation on viruses is not limited to envelope glycoproteins. Many secreted viral proteins present glycans which are necessary for their respective functions, such as the non-structural protein-1 (NS1) of flaviviruses \[[@bb0080]\], the secreted GP of Ebola \[[@bb0085]\], and the secreted glycoprotein G (sgG) of herpes simplex virus (HSV) \[[@bb0090]\].

Protein-displayed glycosylation is fundamental to a wide range of molecular and cellular processes, which can be divided according to intrinsic and extrinsic functions \[[@bb0095],[@bb0100]\]. Intrinsic functions are based upon the intramolecular properties of glycoproteins, while extrinsic functions result from modulation of intermolecular interactions of glycoproteins with glycan-binding partners, such as lectins and antibodies. While several forms of glycosylation occur in nature \[[@bb0105],[@bb0110]\], here, we focus on the intrinsic and extrinsic functions of N-linked and mucin-type O-linked glycosylation in viral pathogenesis ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} ). N-linked glycosylation occurs on asparagine residues of Asn-X-Ser/Thr sequons, where X is any amino acid except proline. Viral proteins are glycosylated by the host-cell as viruses are able to hijack cellular glycosylation. In addition, as glycans are genetically encoded, glycosylation can be under significant selective pressure from factors such as immune evasion, and functions in glycoprotein folding and assembly \[[@bb0115]\]. The initial step of N-linked glycan biosynthesis involves the covalent *en bloc* attachment of the N-linked glycan precursor onto an asparagine residue of a nascent polypeptide chain by oligosaccharyltransferase (OST) early in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). From this point, other processing enzymes trim down and subsequently build up the glycans, resulting in a potentially vast assortment of different classes of glycans namely: oligomannose, hybrid, and complex-type N-glycan structures ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}B). It is important to note that in the context of viruses, glycosylation pathways may not be strictly linear and it is evident that some viral particles bud off early/translocate in the glycosylation pathway, which may account for the presence of unusual glycans on some viral glycoproteins \[[@bb0120],[@bb0125]\]. Furthermore, it is known that many viral glycoproteins do not follow the classical secretion pathway but can, for example, traffic directly from the ER to the plasma membrane, bypassing glycan maturation in the Golgi apparatus. This particular route is exhibited by hepatitis C virus and yields viral populations that are dominated by oligomannose-type glycans \[[@bb0130]\].Fig. 1Glycosylation of a viral glycoprotein in the classical mammalian N-linked and mucin-type O-linked pathways. (A) Viral classes containing predominantly enveloped and non-enveloped viruses are coloured in blue and grey, respectively. Although not enveloped, viruses such as rotaviruses can also exploit the host-glycosylation pathways to modify their proteins. (B) Following mRNA synthesis, the mature tri-glucosylated N-linked glycan precursor, dolichol-P-P-glycan, is co-translationally transferred *en bloc* by oligosaccharyltransferase to the asparagine residue of an Asn-X-Ser/Thr sequon on a nascent polypeptide chain. Following transfer of the precursor glycan to the protein, glucosidases in the ER remove the three glucose residues while the protein folds in the Calnexin/Calreticulin cycle. A series of ER and Golgi mannosidases subsequently cleave mannose residues down to the Man~5~GlcNAc~2~ glycan. The action of GlcNAc transferase-I (GlcNAcT-I) initiates the first branch of the N-glycan. Once α-Mannosidase II removes the two remaining outer mannose residues, other glycan processing enzymes such as galactosyl-, fucosyl- and sialyl-transferases, can act to construct a huge assortment of complex-type glycans. (C) The mucin-type O-linked glycosylation pathway is initiated by a family of ppGalNAc transferases that covalently link a N-acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc) monosaccharide to any serine, threonine and tyrosine residue. Following this conjugation, a series of glycosyltransferases can act upon the primary GalNAc residue to generate the four common O-linked glycan cores. Each of these cores can be extended and processed further to generate numerous mucin-type O-linked glycans. Glycans are presented using Consortium for Functional Glycomics symbolic nomenclature and Oxford system linkages \[[@bb0155]\], as per the key.Fig. 1

The existence of non-classical secretion routes also has important experimental implications. For example, the Env glycoprotein from HIV-1 pseudoviruses exhibit unusually elevated levels of oligomannose-type glycans compared to those of infectious virus produced in peripheral blood mononuclear cells \[[@bb0135]\]. This is likely due to deviations away from a native-like virus budding pathway in the pseudoviral system \[[@bb0015],[@bb0140],[@bb0145]\]. The cellular basis of these effects are not entirely clear; however, it is known that virus budding can compromise native membrane integrity \[[@bb0150]\]. If variations in budding routes are apparent in experimental systems, it is likely that virus biology, and its associated glycosylation, is heterogeneous in the setting of a native infection.

In mucin-type O-linked glycosylation, serine, threonine and tyrosine \[[@bb0160]\] residues are covalently linked to a GalNAc residue by polypeptide-N-acetylgalactosaminetransferases (ppGalNAcT) to form the so called \'Tn antigen\'. There is a total of 8 mucin-type O-glycan cores, with 4 common core structures (cores 1-4), each of which can be processed further as proteins pass through the Golgi apparatus ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}C). Unlike N-linked glycosylation, which is identifiable by a specific amino acid sequon, no such simplicity has been identified for O-linked glycosylation, most likely due to differential peptide substrate preferences of multiple ppGalNAcTs. However, O-linked glycosylation in mucin-like domains can be detected by their high levels of serine, threonine and proline residues \[[@bb0165],[@bb0170]\], and more recent developments have improved prediction of individual O-linked glycosylation sites in non-mucin-like domains \[[@bb0165],[@bb0175], [@bb0180], [@bb0185]\]. The heterogeneous occupancy and composition of O-linked glycosylation constitutes a major challenge in studies of glycan structure and function. A number of viral proteins, notably Ebola GP and sGP \[[@bb0190]\], herpes simplex virus gC protein \[[@bb0195]\], and respiratory syncytial virus G protein \[[@bb0200]\] contain mucin-like domains with high populations of serine and threonine residues, that are heavily modified by mucin-type O-linked glycans.

Whilst most known viruses typically utilise the N- and O-linked host-cell glycosylation pathways to adorn their glycoproteins with carbohydrate modifications, it is important to mention known exceptions. There are a few notable examples of viruses that encode some, if not all, of the enzymes involved in the glycosylation of their proteins and other macromolecules such as, chloroviruses and mimiviruses \[[@bb0205], [@bb0210], [@bb0215], [@bb0220]\].

The characterization of N- and O-linked glycans has presented a particular analytical challenge due to the extraordinary heterogeneity and complexity arising from the number of glycan processing enzymes residing in the ER and Golgi apparatus. However, coincident with the advent of potent mass spectrometric and chromatographic techniques and the commercial availability of recombinant glycosidases, investigation of these post-translational modifications has become more feasible \[[@bb0225]\]. These advances have enabled experimental approaches including matrix assisted laser desorption ionisation (MALDI) and electrospray ionisation (ESI) mass spectrometry, allowing characterization of viral glycome (i.e. the carbohydrate repertoire of a specific viral protein in isolation or as presented by the pathogen). More recently, with the augmentation of biophysical techniques, namely in-line liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-MS) \[[@bb0230]\], it has been possible to define the exact glycan structures presented at individual glycosylation sites \[[@bb0235]\]. Additionally, investigation of carbohydrate-protein interactions has been aided by the development of glycan microarrays capable of screening the carbohydrate specificity of glycan-binding proteins to immobilized and pre-defined glycan structures \[[@bb0240],[@bb0245]\]. Furthermore, advances in computational biology and sequencing technologies have also provided crucial insights into the evolution of viral glycosylation \[[@bb0250],[@bb0255]\]. These bioinformatics approaches can allow greater prediction and understanding of how viruses evolve to utilise glycosylation.

Given that any particular cell exhibits a specific portfolio of glycan processing enzymes, the cellular origin of viral replication has the potential to significantly influence viral glycosylation \[[@bb0260]\]. Similarly, any multicellular target host will display a range of tissue-specific glycosylation that will potentially influence viral tropism \[[@bb0265]\]. At one extreme, glycosylation can be compositionally different across different species and this is an important feature of inter-species transmission potential. Indeed, many human pathogens are zoonotic viruses with animal reservoirs and although the mammalian N-linked glycan pathway is largely well-conserved \[[@bb0270]\], several key differences can impact the viral antigenicity \[[@bb0275]\]. For example, humans lack the galactose-α-1,3-galactose epitope that is a common structure at the terminals of mammalian glycans \[[@bb0280]\] and antibody-based immunity against these epitopes can limit cross-species viral infectivity \[[@bb0285]\]. Similarly, O-linked glycans and glycolipids can exhibit pronounced compositional differences across species. At the other extreme, these immunological effects of host-specific protein and lipid glycosylation can also influence the spread of viruses within a species. Such glycan differences are evident within the human population as the ABO blood group system, with people of blood group A and blood group B expressing a fucosylglycoprotein α-*N*-acetylgalactosaminyltransferase and fucosylglycoprotein galactosyltransferase, respectively \[[@bb0290]\]. The presence of antibodies against the glycan structures of foreign blood groups, for example anti-A present in a blood group B individual, can limit viral transmission from a blood group B to blood group A individual. These effects have been documented in the infectivity of HIV-1 \[[@bb0295]\] and other viruses \[[@bb0300]\], and the distribution of blood groups may be a selective pressure shaping the presence and distribution of viral spread \[[@bb0300]\]. Similarly, the targeting of specific blood groups as attachment factors in both viral and bacterial entry may also influence prevalence of particular viral strains based on the frequency of blood groups within a population \[[@bb0305]\].

Tissue-specific glycosylation is also a key determinant of interspecies viral transmission potential and can lead to targeting of vulnerable tissues within a host \[[@bb0305]\]. For example, the capacity of the avian influenza HA to interact with both α2,3- and α2,6-linked sialic acid has been shown to facilitate spill-over of the virus from birds to humans \[[@bb0265],[@bb0310],[@bb0315]\]. In addition, differential expression of these sialic acid structures between the upper and lower respiratory tracts in humans can shape the distribution of influenza infection within an individual \[[@bb0320],[@bb0325]\].

The presence and distribution of glycan specific cell surface lectins, together with the host-specific viral glycosylation, also influence transmission. For example, in the transmission of insect-borne viruses to mammals, the founder virus will display features specific to invertebrate glycosylation whilst subsequent virions manufactured in the new host will contain mammalian glycosylation. Thus, viral glycosylation undergoes a compositional switch upon inter-species transmission that will influence the interaction with immunological receptors and responses which will also influence viral tropism. Invertebrates display chiefly paucimannosidic structures \[[@bb0330]\], thus for insect-borne diseases such as Dengue and Zika, these structures may affect lectin-utilisation, infectivity, and tropism depending on the origin of viral replication.

Overall, it can be extremely important to consider the cellular biosynthetic origins of viruses, both naturally and in experimental systems. In this review, we survey the wide-ranging factors shaping the presence and processing of viral glycosylation and the role glycosylation plays in viral pathogenesis ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} ).Fig. 2Roles of Glycosylation in Viral Pathogenesis. The roles contributing to viral pathogenesis and host-cell strategies used to respond to viral infection are coloured blue and red, respectively. Green and pink indicate oligomannose and complex-type N-linked glycan processing states, respectively. (A) *Glycoprotein Folding and Trafficking.* As with all glycoproteins, glycans on viral glycoproteins aid in folding and trafficking through the host secretory pathway. (B) *Glycosylation in Viral Release.* Glycosylation of infected host cell proteins can influence viral spread. (C) *Immune Evasion Using Secreted/Shed Glycoproteins.* Viruses can shed or secrete glycoproteins to act as immune decoys. (D) *Immune Evasion by Molecular Mimicry and Glycan Shielding*. Extensively glycosylated viral proteins shield themselves from the host immune response by occluding the immunogenic proteinous surface with a dense coat of host-derived glycans. (E) *Glycans as Attachment Factors and Enhanced Uptake by Immune Cells*. Some virus envelope-displayed glycoproteins contain under-processed oligomannose-type glycans that function as host-cell attachment factors to augment or facilitate infection of immune cells. (F) *Host Glycans as Attachment Factors.* Viruses can recognise glycans presented on host cell-surface proteins to facilitate host cell attachment. (G) *Soluble Lectins of the Innate Immune System and Complement Activation*. As under-processed glycans are rarely presented on mature host cell glycoproteins \[[@bb0335],[@bb0340]\], the innate immune system is able to recognise these glycans as pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) using soluble lectins. (H) *Glycans as Antibody Epitopes*. Where glycan shielding is conserved on viral glycoproteins, it is possible for the humoral immune response, in rare cases, to elicit neutralising antibodies that target sugars as part of their epitopes.Fig. 2

2. Glycoprotein folding and trafficking {#s0010}
=======================================

One of the most crucial roles of protein glycosylation is its effect on glycoprotein folding, structure, sorting, trafficking, and stability \[[@bb0345]\]. Glycans can be structurally integrated into the protein fold and exhibit significant glycan-protein interactions to stabilise the protein, for example by increasing the solubility of proteins and interacting with surface hydrophobic residues. In addition, glycans can also assist glycoprotein folding by mediating chaperone interactions during biosynthesis \[[@bb0350]\].

Glycoprotein maturation in the ER requires the stepwise removal of the two terminal glucose residues of the N-linked glycan precursor, by ER α-glucosidases I and II, to leave the monoglucosylated precursor. ER chaperones, calnexin and calreticulin, bind to this substrate glycan to sequester the glycoprotein in the ER such that the protein is able to properly fold. Once correctly folded, the chaperones are released and alpha-glucosidase II cleaves off the final glucose residue; if the glycoprotein at this stage is properly folded, it is processed further and exported to the Golgi apparatus for further modification. Conversely, if the glycoprotein is incorrectly assembled, it is re-glucosylated by UDP-glucose:glycoprotein glucosyltransferase (UGGT), resulting in the glycoprotein being chaperoned once more. This feedback loop acts as a quality control mechanism ensuring that solely correctly folded glycoproteins exit the ER.

Due to this dual effect on protein folding, it can be difficult to determine the contribution of any single glycan to glycoprotein folding and assembly. However, comprehensive mutagenesis studies of individual N-linked glycosylation site knockouts of several viral glycoproteins, and direct biophysical analysis of glycan-protein interactions, have demonstrated their reliance on the host\'s translational machinery for correct protein folding, and thereby pathogenesis \[[@bb0070],[@bb0080],[@bb0355], [@bb0360], [@bb0365], [@bb0370], [@bb0375], [@bb0380], [@bb0385], [@bb0390]\]. For example, the importance of N-linked glycosylation on HIV-1 Env protein folding and stabilization has been investigated thoroughly, including a study that systematically dissected the requirement of each N-linked glycosylation site, which highlighted integral glycans necessary for correct gp160 incorporation into virions \[[@bb0395],[@bb0400]\]. The lack of these glycans seemingly causes misfolding of trimeric Env, preventing efficient secretion and display on the viral surface, highlighting crucial roles for specific N-linked glycans \[[@bb0395], [@bb0400], [@bb0405], [@bb0410]\].

Due to the importance of protein folding for viral protein function, certain sugar mimetics, namely iminosugars, have been investigated for their antiviral activity. Iminosugars, such as N-butyl-deoxynojirimycin (NB-DNJ), inhibit ER α-glucosidase activity, resulting in the generation of unfolded, non-functional viral glycoproteins ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}B). The antiviral activity of iminosugars has been tested on a diverse spectrum of viruses including HIV-1 \[[@bb0415], [@bb0420], [@bb0425]\], influenza viruses \[[@bb0430],[@bb0435]\], Ebola virus \[[@bb0440]\], arenaviruses \[[@bb0445]\], and flaviviruses \[[@bb0450], [@bb0455], [@bb0460]\]. A variety of iminosugar compounds have been shown to potently inhibit the release of infectious virion particles and the number of infected cells \[[@bb0465]\]. The inhibition of Dengue pathogeny by these compounds demonstrates the importance of glycosylation in Dengue glycoprotein folding and virulence. Despite these promising antiviral properties, iminosugars have yet to be clinically approved for antiviral indications. One barrier to their clinical application at the concentrations required to treat viral infections, such as HIV-1, appears to be the off-target effects of the drug which impede host gut glucosidases leading to diarrhoea and abdominal pains \[[@bb0425]\]. However, further derivatives are being investigated that may increase anti-viral specificity \[[@bb0470]\].

As per N-linked glycosylation, O-linked glycosylation has also been shown to be crucial for efficient viral particle formation and infectivity. In the case of HSV-1, which possess eight structural glycoproteins featuring O-linked glycosylation, viral expression in a cell line that only displays truncated Tn and sialylated Tn antigens resulted in severely reduced viral titres \[[@bb0175]\]. Whilst the exact mechanisms are yet to be elucidated, it is conceivable that correct processing and elongation of O-linked glycosylation is integral for either viral glycoprotein trafficking, stability and viral particle formation, or infectivity \[[@bb0175]\]. N-linked glycosylation of HSV-1 glycoproteins has also been shown to play a significant role in intracellular trafficking and folding \[[@bb0390]\]. We direct readers to the review by Bagdonaite et al. which covers glycosylation of herpesviruses thoroughly \[[@bb0475]\].

3. Glycosylation in viral release {#s0015}
=================================

Some viruses exploit the glycosylation pathways not only to modify their own proteins, but also utilise host glycans as receptors and attachment factors ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}F), however, these same interactions can impede viral budding from the infected cell. Consequently such viruses have evolved carbohydrate-cleaving enzymes to facilitate efficient viral budding and release. The most notable example is the ability of neuraminidases of influenza viruses to cleave sialic acid residues on the host cell surface to negate the ability of hemagglutinins (HA) to bind the host-cell receptor sugars \[[@bb0480],[@bb0485]\]. During virus budding at the cell membrane, HA spikes continue to bind virion particles to sialic acid residues on the cell surface until the sialidase activity of NA removes the terminal sugar residue. Additionally, NA cleaves sialic acid residues from the glycoproteins on the virus envelope itself and enhances infectivity by preventing aggregation of virus particles \[[@bb0490]\]. Furthermore, NA is thought to act upon sialic acid residues on mucins to gain access to epithelial cells, potentially playing a secondary role in aiding virus entry to host cells \[[@bb0495]\]. Additionally, a variety of paramyxoviruses, including mumps \[[@bb0500]\], parainfluenza \[[@bb0505]\], and Newcastle disease \[[@bb0510]\] viruses possess hemagglutinin-neuraminidase (HN) glycoproteins that both bind and cleave sialic acid residues, as such these viral glycoproteins are integral for facilitating host cell entry and egress \[[@bb0515]\].

A variety of therapeutics have been developed to mimic sugars that bind at the relatively deep sugar binding site of NA (compared to HA) to combat influenza virus infection. These NA-inhibitors are most commonly N-Acetylneuraminic acid (Neu5Ac) derivatives, which competitively inhibit NA activity \[[@bb0520]\]. Additionally structure-based development of competitive inhibitors against the glycan binding sites of HN glycoproteins have been explored \[[@bb0510],[@bb0525]\].

Beyond the role of NA in viral release, this viral glycoprotein has emerged as a focus in vaccine development. Current influenza vaccines poorly display NA epitopes and do not produce robust anti-NA antibodies \[[@bb0530]\], whilst during infection many NA-reactive B cells and antibodies are produced. The development of recombinant influenza vaccines, which improve the display of influenza NA, may provide a method of vaccine optimisation to improve targeting of NA for broader protection against divergent influenza strains circulating in human populations \[[@bb0530], [@bb0535], [@bb0540]\].

4. Immune evasion using secreted and shed viral glycoproteins {#s0020}
=============================================================

Shedding or secretion of viral glycoproteins constitutes an important stratagem employed by some viruses to misdirect the humoral immune response ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}C). This can either occur by absorbing neutralising antibodies or by modulating the immune response to target non-neutralising epitopes. The GP gene of Ebola virus contains a poly-U stutter region that drives transcriptional frame-shifting that generates three glycoproteins: a dimeric secreted GP (sGP) that accounts for approximately 75% of transcripts, the full-length membrane-bound fusion protein (GP) accounting for \~25% of transcripts, and trace levels of a small soluble GP (ssGP) \[[@bb0085],[@bb0545]\]. Whilst the function of ssGP is yet unknown, sGP that is secreted by infected cells has been associated with viral immune evasion by acting as an antibody decoy \[[@bb0085]\]. Ebola sGP has been found to "antigenically subvert" the immune system, wherein sGP redirects the humoral immune response to target epitopes shared with the full-length GP. The study by Mohan *et al.* also demonstrated that sGP also subverts the host immune response of mice previously immunised with Ebola GP \[[@bb0085]\]. As the major antigenic transcript, most antibodies isolated from Ebola survivors and macaques are directed towards sGP rather than GP \[[@bb0550],[@bb0555]\]; importantly these antibodies are likely to be non-neutralising and the neutralising antibodies elicited against GP may cross-react and be absorbed by the more abundant sGP \[[@bb0560]\]. The extent to which mimicry of the glycan component of GP by sGP contributes to the overall antigenic mimicry in immune decoy functions is unknown. However, given both that glycans have been shown to contribute to epitope formation on sGP/GP \[[@bb0565]\], and that there is congruence in their glycan processing \[[@bb0055]\], glycans are likely to be an important component of these functions.

Shedding of attachment glycoprotein subunit (GP1) of Lassa virus has also been observed during acute Lassa fever in humans \[[@bb0570],[@bb0575]\]. Whilst the exact function of shed GP1 is yet to be elucidated, it has been proposed that it may act as an immunological decoy in a manner akin to Ebola sGP. In the case of Lassa virus, the soluble GP1 structure \[[@bb0580]\] is conformationally distinct to that presented on the trimeric GPC \[[@bb0585]\], further highlighting its potential function as an immune decoy, since shed GP1 will likely present a non-functional conformation, and thereby elicit non-neutralising antibodies. The conservation of such substantial structural rearrangements of isolated GP1 subunits from other Old World arenaviruses, such as Loei River \[[@bb0590]\] and Morogoro virus \[[@bb0595]\] may highlight a conserved mechanism of immune evasion amongst these pathogens.

Dengue virus non-structural protein-1 (NS1) is an intriguing glycoprotein that is secreted from infected cells. NS1 exhibits two N-linked glycosylation sites that have been shown, via mutagenesis studies, to be essential for a number of crucial roles, including hexamer formation, facilitating secretion and modulating protein stability \[[@bb0600]\]. NS1 binds to heparin sulphate and chondroitin sulphate glycosaminoglycans on the surface of various cells \[[@bb0605]\]. NS1 has been shown to play a role in both viral replication \[[@bb0610]\] and immune evasion \[[@bb0615],[@bb0620]\], and it has been hypothesised that immune recognition of NS1 on endothelial cell surfaces may facilitate vascular leakage during severe Dengue infection \[[@bb0625]\]. The use of secreted/shed GPs in order to subvert the immune system and/or enhance infectivity appears to be a common phenomenon utilised by viruses. Other examples include the secreted form of respiratory syncytial virus G glycoprotein, which distracts the antibody-immune response by acting as a decoy \[[@bb0630]\], secreted BARF1 and soluble gp42 glycoproteins of Epstein-Barr virus, which interfere with macrophage differentiation and activation, and MHC class II-mediated antigen presentation respectively \[[@bb0635],[@bb0640]\].

Untethered monomeric gp120 subunits from HIV-1 Env can also arise due to improper processing of the spike or by gp120 shedding \[[@bb0645]\]. These viral envelope fragments can divert the humoral immune response by exposing immunodominant protein epitopes not presented on functional Env proteins, thereby eliciting undesirable non-neutralising antibodies during HIV-1 infection \[[@bb0645], [@bb0650], [@bb0655]\]. The role of non-neutralising epitopes in subverting the host immune response, away from neutralising epitopes, is an important consideration in vaccine development, and has stimulated the development of immunogens that closely mimic the native states of the HIV-1 viral spike \[[@bb0655],[@bb0660]\].

5. Immune evasion by molecular mimicry and glycan shielding {#s0025}
===========================================================

A number of viruses, including HIV-1, influenza, Lassa, coronaviruses, and Ebola have evolved to shield their respective envelope glycoproteins with host-derived glycans to prevent antibody recognition of the underlying protein surface. The importance of N-linked glycosylation of envelope proteins, with respect to immune evasion, has been observed across many viruses including: Hepatitis C \[[@bb0665],[@bb0670]\], Hepatitis B \[[@bb0675]\], Hendra \[[@bb0680]\], Newcastle disease \[[@bb0685]\] and Herpes simplex virus \[[@bb0690],[@bb0695]\]. Some class I fusion proteins exhibit particularly high densities of glycans, consistent with their role in shielding. Here, we focus on the glycan shields of the trimeric class I fusion proteins from HIV-1, Influenza, Coronavirus, Lassa, Ebola, and Nipah viruses ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} ).Fig. 3Glycan Shielding of Viral Class I Fusion Proteins. Left to right: Glycan shield models of Lassa virus GPC (PDB ID: 5VK2) \[[@bb0585],[@bb0700]\], Ebola GP (PDB ID: 5JQ3) \[[@bb0705]\], A/H3N2/361/Victoria/2011 H3N2 Influenza virus hemagglutinin (PDB ID: 4O5N) \[[@bb0710],[@bb0715]\], BG505 SOSIP.664 HIV-1 Env (PDB ID: 4ZMJ) \[[@bb0015],[@bb0720]\], human coronavirus-NL63 (HCoV-NL63) S protein (PDB ID: 5SZS) \[[@bb0040]\], Nipah F protein (PDB ID: 5EVM) \[[@bb0725]\]. Glycans and proteins are shown in blue and grey, respectively. The fusion protein subunit is shown in dark grey. The positions of mucin-like domains of Ebola GP are shown in yellow. Most predominant sugar compositions were modelled onto each N-linked glycan site, using pre-existing GlcNAc residues if possible, with Man~5~GlcNAc~2~ modelled on if compositional information was lacking.Fig. 3

5.1. HIV-1 envelope glycoprotein {#s0030}
--------------------------------

One of the best characterised glycan shields is that of HIV-1 Env, which is the sole glycoprotein found on the virus surface \[[@bb0730]\]. Mature Env exists as a trimer of non-covalently associated gp120-gp41 heterodimers that are generated by furin cleavage of a gp160 polypeptide precursor \[[@bb0735]\]. The gp120 receptor binding subunit helps dictate host cell tropism and facilitate attachment to CD4 receptor and CXCR4/CCR5 co-receptors, while gp41 facilitates viral and host cell membrane fusion upon receptor binding by gp120, and the extensive conformational changes of Env that follow. HIV-1 Env presents between 18-33 glycans per gp120 monomer, with a median of 25 glycan sites on gp120 and 4 glycans on the gp41 subunit \[[@bb0115]\]. The extent of these post-translational modifications, combined with the intrinsic flexibility of the trimeric Env \[[@bb0740],[@bb0745]\] and constant evolution of the glycan shield, renders HIV-1 Env an immunologically challenging target \[[@bb0750],[@bb0755]\]. The result of the dense glycosylation on the viral protein surface leads to the formation of the so-called intrinsic and trimer associated mannose-patches (IMP and TAMP, respectively) \[[@bb0760], [@bb0765], [@bb0770], [@bb0775], [@bb0780]\], which arise due to the steric blocking of glycan-processing enzyme in the ER and Golgi apparatus by neighbouring glycans \[[@bb0785]\]. These often under-processed glycans are weakly immunogenic, since they are produced by the host-processing pathway, thereby limiting the response to deviating glycosylation \[[@bb0790]\]. Astoundingly, in the case of HIV-1, the conservation of these under-processed glycans can result in the generation of broadly neutralising antibodies (bnAbs) that actually target these immunoquiescent host-derived glycans as part of their epitope \[[@bb0795], [@bb0800], [@bb0805], [@bb0810], [@bb0815], [@bb0820]\]. As more bnAbs have been discovered, it has become clear that they can not only recognise the viral mannose patches, but some have also evolved to recognise complex and hybrid-type glycans \[[@bb0825]\]. However, the observation that bnAbs only develop in a subset of patients, and only after several years, underscores the fact that the glycan shield of HIV-1 has evolved under sustained immunological pressure, and represents an extreme challenge for the immune system and an important consideration in vaccination strategies \[[@bb0730],[@bb0795],[@bb0830], [@bb0835], [@bb0840], [@bb0845]\].

5.2. Influenza hemagglutinin {#s0035}
----------------------------

Considerable antigenic evolution enables the persistence and spread of influenza virus in human populations \[[@bb0850]\]. The surface glycoprotein HA exists as a trimer of hetero-dimers that is synthesised as a single polypeptide (HA0) that is subsequently cleaved into the receptor binding HA1 domain and the membrane-fusion mediating HA2 subunit by host cell proteases. Similarly to HIV-1 Env, HA is a class I viral fusion protein ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}) and plays a vital role in viral entry by binding to host receptors via the receptor binding site (RBS) located on HA1. As the main focus of the immune response, HA evolves at the highest rate compared to other influenza viral proteins \[[@bb0855]\], and the presence and acquisition of N-linked glycosylation sites on HA plays a crucial role in immune evasion \[[@bb0860]\]. The evolution of the HA glycan shield constitutes an important defense mechanism by masking neutralising epitopes \[[@bb0865]\]. In 1968, H3N2 HAs possessed an average of 6 N-linked glycosylation sites per protomer. Since then, H3N2 HAs have acquired and retained over twice as many sites, with current strains exhibiting approximately 13 PNGs per HA1-HA2 protomer \[[@bb0035],[@bb0860]\]. Similarly, from the Spanish flu in 1918 to its temporary departure from human circulation in 1957, H1N1 strains have incorporated between 1 to 3 N-linked glycan sites per HA1-HA2 protomer \[[@bb0250],[@bb0870]\]. Interestingly, the seasonal accumulation of glycans on HAs are most-commonly incorporated at the globular head domain (HA1), in regions of variability where the majority of antigenic sites lie \[[@bb0875], [@bb0880], [@bb0885], [@bb0890], [@bb0895], [@bb0900], [@bb0905], [@bb0910]\], seemingly due to the preference of neutralising antibodies to target the RBS-proximal regions \[[@bb0860]\].

The accretion of N-linked glycans that occlude antigenic sites on HA can, however, affect HA binding to its receptor, particularly when they neighbour the RBS \[[@bb0915]\]. This functional constraint renders HAs not able to be completely shielded by glycans. Indeed, there appears to be a maximum number of N-linked glycosylation sites allowed on HAs at any one time, resulting in the replacement of non-conserved glycosylation sites with an alternative N-linked glycan sequon \[[@bb0860]\]. In other words, the plateauing of the number of glycosylation sites on HAs appears to derive from a balance between functionality and immune evasion.

Despite the potential fitness cost of increased glycosylation sites, their presence has been shown to compensate for the fitness costs associated with other antibody escape mutations \[[@bb0920]\]. Compositionally, although the total number of glycans present on HAs is significantly less than on HIV-1 Env, glycosylation analyses has revealed the abundance of oligomannose-type glycans at specific sites \[[@bb0715],[@bb0925],[@bb0930]\], indicating a restriction in glycan processing in potential areas of higher glycan density and shielding.

5.3. Coronavirus spike protein {#s0040}
------------------------------

Epitope masking by glycosylation has also been observed on coronavirus spike (S) proteins \[[@bb0040],[@bb0935]\]. As with HIV-1 Env and influenza HAs, which use N-linked glycosylation to shield conserved CD4 \[[@bb0940]\] and sialic acid binding sites \[[@bb0945],[@bb0950]\], respectively, coronaviruses appear to also occlude receptor binding domains by utilising N-linked glycans \[[@bb0040]\]. The S proteins of coronaviruses are large glycoproteins with between 23-38 potential N-linked glycan sites per protomer. Glycan analysis performed by Ritchie *et al.* of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) S protein revealed a significant population of oligomannose-type glycans (30%) \[[@bb0050]\]. Furthermore, compositional analysis of the glycan shield of alpha- and delta-coronaviruses, expressed in Drosophila S2 cells, also displayed a wide variety of oligomannose-type glycans in addition to fly-type paucimannosidic glycans \[[@bb0040],[@bb0045]\]. Whilst it is extremely likely that N-linked glycan sites on coronavirus spikes have been incorporated to occlude certain epitopes, it remains unclear how effective the glycan shield is at facilitating immune evasion, since antibodies that target S proteins are readily elicited \[[@bb0955], [@bb0960], [@bb0965]\]. The sparsity of the glycan shield may be reflected in the overall oligomannose-type glycan proportions which is low (30%) \[[@bb0050]\] compared to the other "evasion strong" \[[@bb0830],[@bb0970]\] viruses such as HIV-1, Influenza, and Lassa (\>50%) \[[@bb0015],[@bb0700],[@bb0715]\] indicating less dense glycosylation across the surface, permitting the processing of glycans by enzymes in the ER and Golgi apparatus, and allowing antibodies to target the protein surface. As with other viral glycoproteins, it appears that glycans surrounding the receptor binding sites can negatively impact functionality \[[@bb0975]\], suggesting that the slightly limited glycan shield of coronaviruses may result from the necessity to ensure efficient receptor binding.

5.4. Lassa virus glycoprotein complex {#s0045}
-------------------------------------

Lassa virus is a highly pathogenic arenavirus that causes severe haemorrhagic fever in humans. Arenaviruses are generally categorised as Old and New World pathogens, based on geographical, genetic, and antigenic properties \[[@bb0980]\]. Both Old and New World Arenavirus GPCs are extensively glycosylated with a remarkable conservation of the glycosylation sequons \[[@bb0065],[@bb0700],[@bb0985], [@bb0990], [@bb0995]\]. Arenaviral GPCs are expressed as a single polyprotein precursor that is proteolytically processed and displayed as a trimer of tripartite protomers, with each protomer consisting of a receptor-binding GP1 domain, a class I membrane fusion GP2 domain, and a retained myristoylated stable signal peptide. The oft-inadequate antibody immune response elicited against arenaviruses has been, in part, attributed to the shielding of would-be antigenic epitopes by conserved N-linked glycans \[[@bb0065]\]. We previously reported the composition and model of the Lassa virus glycan shield, which comprises approximately 25% of the glycoprotein mass, revealing the extent of shielding across GPC, which consisted of a dense cluster of oligomannose-type glycans on the side of trimer \[[@bb0700]\]. These N-linked glycans protect vulnerable regions of the GPC, including the putative α-dystroglycan \[[@bb1000]\] and lysosomal-associated membrane protein-1 (LAMP-1) \[[@bb0580],[@bb0595],[@bb1005]\] binding sites, and regions surrounding the fusion loop \[[@bb0585]\]. Further evolutionary analysis of Lassa virus GPC revealed that residues with elevated nonsynonymous to synonymous substitutions (dN/dS) ratios co-localise to regions on Lassa virus GPC with lower levels of glycan density. This provided a rationale for how the Lassa virus glycan shield protects the proteinous surface from the humoral antibody response of the host \[[@bb0700]\]. Additionally, we have hypothesized that the Old World Loei River arenavirus GPC, which encodes two additional N-linked glycans on the GP1 subunit that are not observed on most other Old World arenaviruses may contribute to a more expanded oligomannose-type glycan cluster than that on Lassa virus GPC \[[@bb0590]\]. Nevertheless, with the conservation of N-linked glycosylation sites on arenaviral GPCs it seems extremely likely that the glycan shielding of the protein surface is conserved across the family to facilitate immune evasion.

5.5. Ebolavirus glycoprotein {#s0050}
----------------------------

Ebola virus is a highly virulent pathogen capable of causing severe haemorrhagic fever, in humans. The Ebola virus envelope surface glycoprotein (GP) also exhibits dense glycosylation, suggesting a role in immune evasion. Ebola GP is initially expressed as pre-GP that is cleaved by furin into two subunits, GP1 and GP2, which are associated by a disulphide bridge. This heterodimer assembles into a trimer, mediated by extensive inter-subunit interactions, on the surface of nascent virions to form mature Ebola GP that is solely responsible for receptor attachment, fusion and entry into target cells \[[@bb1010]\]. Ebola GP presents approximately 17 N-linked glycosylation sequons and an extensive mucin-like domain, per protomer ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). Both N-linked glycosylation \[[@bb0560],[@bb1015],[@bb1020]\] and the extensive O-linked glycosylation of the mucin-like domain \[[@bb0190]\] have been shown to negatively impact immunogenicity by hiding immunogenic protein epitopes \[[@bb0560]\]. Interestingly, antibodies elicited against the so called GP-1 "glycan cap" and the mucin-like domain of Ebola GP have been characterised, although compared to antibodies that bind other epitope classes, such as the GP base, GP2-resident fusion-loop, and the GP1-head domain, neutralisation was limited \[[@bb0565]\]. It has been hypothesised that variation in neutralising potential within "glycan cap" and mucin antibodies may be due to heterogeneity in both N-and O-linked glycosylation processing states \[[@bb0565]\].

5.6. Nipah virus fusion protein {#s0055}
-------------------------------

Glycan shielding of paramyxoviruses, such as Nipah virus, is influenced by the different protein architecture of this family ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}), although a similar theme in immune evasion has been reported. Nipah virus is a deadly emerging paramyxovirus that enters host cells using two envelope glycoproteins; the attachment (G) protein that binds to cell receptors \[[@bb0515],[@bb1025]\], and the fusion (F) glycoprotein that subsequently implements membrane fusion (PMID: 21511478). Paramyxovirus F proteins, unlike the other class I fusion proteins, described above, do not participate in receptor binding and exhibit significantly varied protein architectures compared to other class I fusion proteins \[[@bb1030]\]. However, they all share similarities in the utilisation of N-linked glycans to protect against the humoral immune response. Nipah virus F protein possesses 5 PNGs per protomer, which does not indicate the presence of an extensive shield that occludes much of the protein surface, as exemplified in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}. The lack of a dense glycan shield is likely related to the fact that the N-linked glycans on Nipah F modulates the efficiency of membrane fusion and viral entry \[[@bb1035]\]. Nevertheless, these carbohydrate moieties have been shown to protect virions from neutralisation by antibodies, suggesting a trade-off between the evolutionary advantage of increased protection against the immune system and the effects on protein functionality. As a surface-displayed protein, Nipah virus G protein is also under immunological pressure and N-linked glycans on the G protein have been shown to play a role in shielding virions against antibody neutralization \[[@bb1040]\].

Overall, immune evasion by glycan shielding and molecular mimicry by exploiting the host glycosylation pathway is a common feature observed on viral class I fusion proteins. One important consideration is understanding the potentially varied roles and efficiencies of glycan shields in the context of immune evasion. Regardless of these potential differences, the widespread use of glycosylation as a tactic to thwart the response of the humoral-immune system underscores the vulnerability of protein epitopes to immune pressure. Some of these viruses such as HIV-1, Influenza, and Lassa appear to be "evasion strong" pathogens \[[@bb0830]\] that utilise varied mechanisms to change how immunogenic epitopes are presented on their respective envelope proteins. However, shielding of the protein surface of the viral glycoprotein with glycans is not fool-proof, and can lead to the evolution of anti-glycan antibodies and recognition by the host immune response; both innate and humoral.

6. Glycans as attachment factors and enhanced uptake by immune cells {#s0060}
====================================================================

Oligomannose-type glycans can both impede and facilitate viral propagation. On one hand, these glycans can trigger a sterilising innate immune response, for example by the activation of the complement cascade. On the other hand, viruses can exploit innate immune receptors such as dendritic cell-specific ICAM-3-grabbing nonintegrin (DC-SIGN) \[[@bb1045], [@bb1050], [@bb1055], [@bb1060], [@bb1065], [@bb1070], [@bb1075]\] to facilitate and/or augment infection. DC-SIGN possesses a C-type carbohydrate recognition domain (CRD) that co-ordinates a calcium ion in the primary subsite to facilitate the binding of oligomannose-type glycans found on viruses ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}C). DC-SIGN binds to the Manα1-3(Manα1-6)Manα tri-mannose structure found on oligomannose type glycans \[[@bb1080],[@bb1085]\]. Importantly, not all glycoforms can be bound by DC-SIGN. Specificity to oligomannose-type glycans is conferred by the presence of a phenylalanine side chain in the CRD that acts as a steric block obstructing the GlcNAc residues of the N-linked glycan core, when a core mannose residue of a complex-type glycan attempts to bind \[[@bb1085]\]. This selectivity to oligomannose-type glycans ensures that DC-SIGN interactions are predominantly with foreign pathogens, due to the rarity of oligomannose-type glycans expressed on correctly processed host glycoproteins \[[@bb0335],[@bb0340]\].Fig. 4Diverse modes of oligomannose-type glycan recognition. (A) The glycan processing enzyme, ER α-mannosidase. Notice the deep binding pocket of the protein that nearly encapsulates the entire Man~9~GlcNAc~2~ glycan (PDB ID: 5KIJ) \[[@bb1210]\]. (B) The collagen-containing C-type lectin, mannose binding lectin (MBL), that recognises oligomannose-type glycans via a carbohydrate recognition domain containing a calcium ion (pink), which is responsible for mediating the primary interactions to bind the sugar (PDB ID: 1KX1) \[[@bb1215]\]. (C) The membrane bound C-type lectin receptor, DC-SIGN recognises oligomannose-type glycans via a Ca^2+^ ion and initiates phagocytosis of the pathogen (PDB ID: 1SL4) \[[@bb1080]\]. (D) An anti-HIV-1 broadly neutralising antibody, PGT128, that recognises conserved oligomannose-type glycans on Env using an extended complementarity-determining region (CDR) loop (orange) that penetrates the glycan shield (PDB ID: 5ACO) \[[@bb1220]\]. (E) The unique anti-oligomannose antibody, 2G12, featuring its unique "domain-exchanged" architecture where the heavy chains (orange) of the opposite Fab domain are swapped over (PDB ID: 6N2X) \[[@bb1225],[@bb1230]\].Fig. 4

The relative pro- and anti-viral effects of the presence of oligomannose-type glycans are specific to the viral pathogen. It is also important to note that the necessity of glycans as host-cell invasion factors can vary greatly, and whilst a wide spectrum of viruses have been shown to interact with lectins, the majority of viruses, for example, HIV-1 \[[@bb1055]\], arenaviruses \[[@bb1045]\], influenza \[[@bb1090]\], hepatitis C \[[@bb1095]\], and coronaviruses \[[@bb1060],[@bb1100]\], are recognised by host lectins on immune cells but do not utilise lectins as obligate receptors. However, as in the case of HIV, these lectin interactions have been shown to expand and enhance infectivity routes. A comprehensive table referencing viruses and associated lectin interactions can be found in the review by Van Breedam *et al*. \[[@bb1105]\].

Although many viruses utilise both lectins and other host proteins during infection, some viruses use lectins as obligate receptors. Alphaviruses and Phleboviruses have been reported to employ DC-SIGN as the primary receptor \[[@bb1070],[@bb1075]\] that recognises oligomannose-type glycans on the viral surfaces \[[@bb0260],[@bb1110]\]. Glycosylation analysis of the envelope glycoproteins of a prototypic alphavirus, Semliki Forest virus (SFV), revealed near-exclusive oligomannose-type glycan populations on the E2 attachment glycoprotein, but more complex-type glycosylation on the membrane-proximal E1 fusion protein \[[@bb0260]\]. Similarly, phleboviruses of the *Phenuiviridae* family, such as Rift Valley fever virus and other members of the *Bunyavirales* order, such as severe fever with thrombocytopenia syndrome virus (SFTSV) \[[@bb1115]\], display oligomannose-type glycans \[[@bb1120]\], which are required for DC-SIGN dependent cellular attachment and entry into mammalian dendritic cells \[[@bb1125]\]. Although the exact composition of the glycans at each of the sites on the Gn and Gc glycoproteins is not understood, it has been shown that more than one site can be used for attachment \[[@bb1120],[@bb1130]\]. A glycomic study into understanding the post-translational modifications on the Gn and Gc glycoproteins of Uukuniemi virus, a relative of Rift Valley fever virus, revealed significant populations of oligomannose-type glycans, predominantly on the Gc glycoprotein of Uukuniemi virus \[[@bb1110]\]. However, the dependency of DC-SIGN and other C-type lectins \[[@bb1135]\] for infection across phleboviruses is still not fully understood, especially considering that the positions of N-linked glycosylation sites are not well-conserved across the family \[[@bb1140]\].

Dengue virus is another pathogen that utilises both the macrophage mannose receptor \[[@bb1145]\] and DC-SIGN \[[@bb1050],[@bb1150],[@bb1155]\] as putative receptors to infect macrophages and dendritic cells, respectively. Structural data using cryo-EM of Dengue in complex with the CRD of DC-SIGN revealed binding of N-linked glycan residues at N67 on two neighbouring E proteins by a single CRD \[[@bb1150]\]. Binding of DC-SIGN CRD does not result in any significant conformational changes, suggesting that DC-SIGN is an attachment receptor that mediates initial binding, prior to membrane fusion, which is triggered by pH-dependent rearrangements \[[@bb1160]\]. Nevertheless, DC-SIGN has been shown to be indispensable for Dengue infection of dendritic cells \[[@bb1050],[@bb1155],[@bb1165]\]. C-type lectin usage by flaviviruses is not limited to infection of mammals; both West Nile virus and Dengue appear to employ C-type lectins in *Aedes aegypti* called mosquito galactose specific lectins (mosGCTL) as ligands to promote infection of these invertebrate vectors \[[@bb1170],[@bb1175]\]. An important question remains with regards to flavivirus E protein glycosylation and their usage of lectins as receptors during viral pathogeny. Does the compositional variation in glycosylation between insect and mammalian expression systems determine the variable interactions of these lectins during different stages of infection?

The dense glycan shield of Lassa virus that contributes to its immunological resistance against the immune system \[[@bb0065]\], leads to the generation of specific oligomannose-type glycan clusters across the side of the GPC spike \[[@bb0700]\]. These glycans have been shown to play an advantageous role for the virus in infecting human dendritic cells, via DC-SIGN mediated recognition \[[@bb1045]\]. Lassa infection of macrophages and dendritic cells is thought to be crucial to viral pathogenesis, as the virus can be propagated in these cells while also not inducing their activation, suggesting a mechanism of avoiding immune surveillance \[[@bb1180]\]. Thus, whilst DC-SIGN may not be the primary receptor for Lassa virus, the oligomannose-type glycans on the GPC do act as attachment factors and positively influence infection of immune cells. A similar phenomenon has been observed for HIV-1 Env, where recognition of oligomannose-type glycans by DC-SIGN has been shown to augment infection of T cells \[[@bb1185]\]. This DC-SIGN-mediated enhancement of infection of target cells via *trans*-infection has also been observed across other viruses, including SARS \[[@bb1190]\]. A wide range of other membrane-associated lectins besides DC-SIGN and mannose receptor such as, hepatic asialoglycoprotein receptor, liver/lymph node sinusoidal endothelial cell C-type lectin, siglecs, and macrophage Gal/GalNAc-specific C-type lectin have been implicated to have pro-viral effects \[[@bb1105]\].

A growing body of research indicates that membrane-associated lectin binding of many viruses augments infection and is advantageous for pathogenesis. Whether these paradoxical consequences are due to lectin functions to tackle non-viral pathogens such as fungi and bacteria, it would seem likely that immune cells exhibiting these lectins, can utilise them to combat viral infection using downstream functions, such as antigen presentation \[[@bb1195]\]. A prominent example of anti-viral lectin activity includes oligomannose-type glycan recognition on HIV-1 Env by langerin, a C-type lectin expressed on Langerhans cells, which results in virus internalisation and degradation \[[@bb1200]\]. As such, it seems feasible that membrane-bound lectins constitute an important part of the innate immune response against other oligomannose glycan-bearing viruses, perhaps by also aiding in antigen presentation \[[@bb1205]\].

7. Host glycans as attachment factors {#s0065}
=====================================

Glycan binding properties are not limited to host proteins, viral proteins can also possess glycan-binding properties. Some viral glycoproteins are capable of specifically recognizing distinct glycan motifs on the host cell surface and thereby mediate viral entry, infection, and tropism. Depending on the virus, host cell glycans can act as primary receptors, co-receptors, and/or attachment factors.

Perhaps the most well-characterised example is the hemagglutinin of influenza A viruses \[[@bb1235],[@bb1240]\]. The ability of HA to recognise and bind specific glycan moieties via the receptor binding site has led to it being regarded as a viral lectin \[[@bb1245]\]. The binding event between HA and its glycan receptor leads to the endocytic internalisation of the virion, subsequent pH-dependent viral-endosomal membrane fusion, and the infection of the target cell. Remarkably, cross-species transmission is determined by preferential binding of HAs to glycan receptors with a single change in sialic acid linkage to the penultimate galactose residue; Neu5Ac-α(2,3)-Gal that is primarily expressed in bird and pig gastro-intestinal and respiratory tract cells or Neu5Ac-α(2,6)-Gal that is the predominant structure found in human upper respiratory epithelial cells \[[@bb1250], [@bb1255], [@bb1260], [@bb1265], [@bb1270]\]. Sialic acid and host glycan recognition is not limited to influenza viruses; many pathogens such as paramyxoviruses \[[@bb0510]\], rotaviruses \[[@bb1275]\], noroviruses \[[@bb1280]\], polyomaviruses \[[@bb1285]\], and coronaviruses \[[@bb1290],[@bb1295]\] also possess glycoproteins with sialic acid binding capabilities that facilitate host cell entry. Glycans recognised by viruses are not solely presented on glycoproteins. These glycan epitopes can also be found on glycolipids, which are composed of oligosaccharides linked to ceramide lipid molecules, and widely found on host-cell surfaces \[[@bb1300]\]. Furthermore, interactions between glycolipids on the viral envelope and cellular receptors have been implicated to contribute to viral pathogenesis, for example sialyllactose-containing glycolipids on the HIV-1 viral membrane can be bound by siglec-1, a lectin found on dendritic cells, to mediate *trans*-infection of T cells \[[@bb1305]\].

GPCs of Old World arenaviruses, including the important human pathogens, lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus, Lassa virus, and Clade C New World arenaviruses also utilise a specific host glycan motif to mediate infection. Initial host cell entry is mediated by GPC-mediated attachment to an unusual O-mannosyl class glycan composed of a tri-saccharide core with xylose-glucuronic acid repeats, presented on the cell surface receptor, α-dystroglycan \[[@bb1310], [@bb1315], [@bb1320], [@bb1325]\]. Once the GPC recognises this so called matriglycan, these arenaviruses can enter the endocytic pathway, where the virions are internalised into endosomal compartments \[[@bb1330]\]. In the case of Lassa virus, the associated lowered pH induces a conformational change of the GPC that leads to binding to lysosomal-associated membrane protein 1 (LAMP1) \[[@bb1005],[@bb1320]\]. The subsequent dissociation of GP1 from the GPC triggers viral envelope-endosomal host membrane fusion. It has been suggested that glycosylation is key not only in the primary binding event of GPC but also in the following step of arenavirus viral fusion. Specifically, the sialylated N-linked glycan at position Asn76 on human LAMP1 has been demonstrated to be crucial for Lassa virus GPC recognition \[[@bb0595],[@bb1320]\]. In any case, glycosylation of specific host proteins is critical for the attachment of many arenaviruses.

Aside from specific host-glycan binding capabilities of viral envelope proteins, broader interactions between host glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) present on the target cell surface, and viruses, including HIV \[[@bb1335]\], herpes simplex virus-1 \[[@bb1340]\], and Dengue \[[@bb1345]\] have been shown to occur and promote viral attachment independent of cognate receptor binding. Contact with GAGs often constitute the initial interaction between a virus and the target host cell. In the case of herpesviruses, glycoproteins C (gC) and B (gB) are known to initially bind to the GAG, heparan sulphate (HS), which is a proteoglycan consisting of glucuronic acid (GlcA) and GlcNAc disaccharide repeats with various sulphate groups on the saccharide residue \[[@bb1340],[@bb1350]\]. This primary interaction of herpes simplex virus-1 to HS proteoglycans is critical and removal of HS from the cell surface, or the use of HS-deficient mutant cell lines renders the cells resistant to infection \[[@bb1340]\]. Herpes simplex virus-1 interaction with GAGs is not limited to HS; chondroitin sulfate another GAG found in the extracellular matrix, which is composed of alternating repeats of GalNAc and GlcA carbohydrates with sulphate groups, was revealed to be efficiently bound by herpes simplex virus-1, indicating multiple binding specificities to sulphated GAGs \[[@bb1355]\]. Interestingly, the mucin-like domain of HSV-1 Gc has been shown to modulate binding to GAGs, highlighting the complex interplay between viral and host glycosylation, which can be an important determinant in viral infectivity \[[@bb1360]\].

8. Soluble lectins of the innate immune system and complement activation {#s0070}
========================================================================

The presence of oligomannose-type glycans is an uncommon feature on mature secreted and cell-surface host glycoproteins, and as such readily triggers the host innate immune system \[[@bb1365]\]. As pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), they can be recognised by a variety of soluble lectins, for example, surfactant protein A and D (SPA and SPD), and mannose-binding lectin (MBL) ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}B). MBL is a trimeric, soluble C-type lectin of the collectin family that constitutively circulates in the bloodstream \[[@bb1370]\]. Each protomer of the trimer possesses a C-terminal CRD, a coiled coil neck domain, a collagen-like domain, and a cysteine-rich N-terminal domain. MBL specifically binds to equatorial 3- and 4- hydroxyl groups on terminal mannose sugars and GlcNAc residues. Whilst individual CRD binding is relatively weak (K~D~ of approximately 1 mM), the ability of collectins to form multi-trimeric oligomers significantly enhances glycan binding affinity via avidity effects resulting in K~D~ values in the nM range \[[@bb1375],[@bb1380]\]. Once MBL binds to viral glycoproteins, it recruits mannose-binding lectin-associated serine proteases (MASPs), which trigger the lectin pathway of the complement system \[[@bb1385], [@bb1390], [@bb1395]\]. Furthermore, collagen-like domains can interact with collectin receptors found on phagocytic immune cells to promote clearance of pathogens. Ficolins, another member of collagenous soluble lectin family found in serum specifically recognize GlcNAc moieties \[[@bb1400]\]. These lectins contribute toward a functional complement system that is vital in combating viruses. MBL has been shown to recognise N-linked glycans on Dengue \[[@bb1405]\], HIV-1 \[[@bb1410]\], Marburg virus \[[@bb1415]\], Ebola \[[@bb1415]\], influenza \[[@bb1420]\], and SARS coronavirus \[[@bb1425]\] and neutralize them by mechanisms including recruitment of complement, promoting clearance, blocking viral fusion, and interfering with DC-SIGN mediated *trans*-infection.

In addition to these soluble lectins found in sera, SPA and SPD, which share the basic structure of other collectins, recognize oligomannose-type glycans on viral particles in the lungs \[[@bb1430]\]. The mechanisms of SPA and SPD activity in combating influenza virus infection, whether by inhibition of hemagglutinin activity \[[@bb1435],[@bb1440]\], neuraminidase activity \[[@bb1445]\], or promoting opsonisation of virion by alveolar macrophages \[[@bb1450]\] have been investigated. Interestingly, the gradual addition of N-linked glycan sites on HAs of H3N2 influenza viruses has been thought to attenuate viral pathogenicity, partly due to increased levels of SPD mediated clearance from the lungs \[[@bb1455]\]. Other respiratory viruses including coronaviruses \[[@bb1460]\], and respiratory syncytial virus \[[@bb1465]\] have been shown to be targeted by these surfactant proteins.

Galectins are a class of small soluble, so called S-type, lectins that bind to galactose and galactose-containing glycoconjugates. Unlike C-type lectins, glycan binding by the CRD is independent of calcium binding. Galectin-1 has been shown to bind to the envelope fusion glycoprotein (F) of Nipah \[[@bb1470], [@bb1475], [@bb1480]\], Hendra \[[@bb1470]\], and HA of influenza \[[@bb1485]\] viruses and inhibit membrane fusion. However, galectin-1 has also been shown to promote HIV infection of T cells by cross-linking the virus to host cells \[[@bb1490],[@bb1495]\]. The varied pro- and anti-viral consequences of soluble lectin interactions highlights the diverse, at times, paradoxical roles that they play in the innate immune system.

9. Glycans as antibody epitopes {#s0075}
===============================

Self-glycans are by their very nature, poorly immunogenic, which is an important feature for how glycan shields function. There are very few examples where a host antibody response readily recognises a glycan component of viral glycoproteins. However, there are contexts where such phenomena have been observed. The two most characterised examples, HIV-1 and Dengue, reveal varied mechanisms to how these glycan-binding antibodies can arise. In the case of HIV-1 the chronic nature of infection enables, the eventual evolution of antibodies, capable of recognising conserved glycan features on the envelope spike. Whereas in Dengue virus, antibodies have been isolated that target structurally integral glycans. In both cases the challenge when exploiting these potential vulnerabilities in vaccine design is that precursor B-cells exhibiting the required glycan specificities are negatively selected.

9.1. HIV-1 envelope protein {#s0080}
---------------------------

A subset of patients infected with HIV-1 develop broadly neutralising antibodies capable of recognising glycan structures on Env. Due to the immense genetic diversity across HIV-1, many broadly neutralising antibodies target conserved features across the envelope spike, namely the glycan shield. Many such antibodies have been characterised for HIV-1, that not only target regions of dense of glycosylation that generate mannose patches \[[@bb0730],[@bb0800],[@bb0805],[@bb0815],[@bb0820],[@bb1225],[@bb1500], [@bb1505], [@bb1510], [@bb1515]\], but also hybrid-type \[[@bb1520]\], and tri- and tetra-antennary complex type glycans \[[@bb1505]\].

Due to the intrinsically weak immunogenic nature of host-cell derived glycans, many anti-HIV bnAbs that target glycans often adopt unusual architectures to overcome epitope masking. For example, bnAbs PGT128, 145, and 151 display long heavy chain complementarity determining region-3 (HCDR3) loops that penetrate the glycan shield to make protein-protein contacts \[[@bb0805]\] ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}D), and 2G12 that features a unique domain-exchange phenomenon \[[@bb1225],[@bb1525]\], where the variable domains from the two heavy chains are exchanged, giving rise to a compact dual Fab architecture ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}E). Since numerous anti-HIV-1 Env bnAbs specifically recognise areas of the glycan shield, the compositional conservation of glycans on HIV-1 Env has significant implications in immunogen design as any vaccine candidate would have to emulate the native glycosylation of infectious virions \[[@bb0845]\], in order to elicit these bnAbs.

9.2. Dengue virus envelope protein {#s0085}
----------------------------------

Broadly neutralising antibodies with epitopes comprised of glycans have also been characterised against Dengue virus E proteins. Specifically, these bnAbs are able to cross-neutralise all four Dengue virus serotypes by binding to the conserved so-called E dimer epitope (EDE) \[[@bb1530]\]. Dengue E proteins are presented on the mature virion surface as 90 repeating dimers, each of which contains the EDE that bridges the two monomeric subunits with two conserved N-linked glycosylation sites (N67 and N153). These EDE antibodies are divided into two sub-classes called EDE1, which do not require the conserved glycan at N153 for binding, and EDE2, which utilises the sugar at N153 for stronger binding as part of the neutralising epitope. Beyond the fact that these EDE antibodies possess broadly neutralising capabilities across multiple serotypes \[[@bb1535]\], these glycan-binding EDE2 antibodies are able to also bind partially immature viral particles as well as the fully mature virions \[[@bb1530]\]. As such, the use of immunogens that elicit EDE antibodies has been proposed as an alternative route for next-generation vaccines due to their broadly neutralising nature \[[@bb1540]\]. An important consideration of these vaccines will be the effect of antibody-dependent enhancement of infection due to the cross-reactive nature of these antibodies \[[@bb1535],[@bb1545]\]. In any case, it is likely that glycan compositions of any immunogen to combat Dengue virus will have to be carefully considered, especially when trying to elicit antibodies that target the EDE.

10. Concluding remarks {#s0090}
======================

The ability of enveloped viruses to hijack host cell glycosylation machinery and adorn their own glycoproteins with host-derived glycans is vital for multiple facets of viral pathogenesis. The recent advances in the field of glycosylation analysis have provided greater insights into the roles that glycans play in protein trafficking and folding, viral attachment, and immune responses to infection. Often these viral glycoproteins are sole antigens expressed on the viral surface, and as such constitute crucial vaccine targets. Since antigenic mimicry is fundamental to most licensed vaccines \[[@bb0845]\]; it is important that the glycosylation of immunogens is representative of that observed on the virus, as the elicitation of antibodies against epitopes that are occluded on the virus, and against non-native glycoforms is undesirable. Moreover, glycosylation of immunogens can play central roles in innate immune recognition to enhance humoral immunity \[[@bb1550]\]. The understanding of glycan structures, modes of recognition, and their functionality have also resulted in the development of several therapeutics to combat a wide array of deadly pathogens \[[@bb0465],[@bb0525],[@bb1555], [@bb1560], [@bb1565], [@bb1570], [@bb1575]\]. We suggest that a growing understanding of viral glycobiology will provide further opportunities to rationally develop novel therapeutics and vaccines.
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